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Problem: 
How to install a bootable Windows XP Embedded (XPe) image on CompactFlash (CF) for use 
with a VersaLogic Single Board Computer (SBC) using the IDE interface. 

Background: 
See the VersaLogic OS Compatibility Chart to see which VersaLogic computers operate under 
XPe. The article assumes that you have already prepared an XPe image that meets your needs 
(see VT1608 - Developing a Windows XP Embedded Image). 

For information on how to load a bootable XPe image onto CF using a USB dongle, see 
knowledge base article VT1607.  

Solution: 
To perform this procedure, you will need the following: 

 A VersaLogic SBC with a CF device. The CF can be an on-board socket or an adapter 
(such as the VersaLogic CFA-1) connected to the IDE interface. 

 An XPe image built to operate on the VersaLogic SBC. 

Note: For speed and efficiency, it is recommended that you build the XPe image and copy it to 
CF using a development platform other than the VersaLogic SBC. However, you can use the 
latter if you prefer. 

1. Format the CompactFlash (in Windows)  

With the CF module installed in the adapter, issue the following command: 

format Drive: /fs:ntfs /v:Label /q /a:512 

where: 

Parameter  Description  
Drive:  Specifies the drive letter of the CompactFlash.  
/fs:ntfs  Selects the NTFS file system.  
/v:Label  Provides the volume label.  
/q  Selects quick formatting.  
/a:512  Selects a cluster size of 512 bytes.  

For example: 

format e: /fs:ntfs /v:XPeBoot /q /a:512 

Note: You can also use the Windows Disk Management MMC (Microsoft Management 
Console) to create and format the partition on the CF module. To open the Disk Management 
console, right-click on My Computer and select Manage. On the left-hand panel of the console, 
select Disk Management. Select the CF in the right-hand panel and use the tools on the Action 
menu to create and format the partition.  

2. Mark the Target Volume as Active 

http://www.versalogic.com/software/os/os_compatibility.asp
http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1608
http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1607
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a. Open the Windows Disk Management MMC as described in the above note. 
b. Right-click the primary partition on the CF that you want to mark as active, and then 

select Mark Partition Active.  

3. Make the CompactFlash Bootable (FAT16 Systems Only) 

Perform this step only if you have formatted the drive using the FAT16 file system (such as 
DOS), instead of NTFS; otherwise, proceed to Step 4. 

a. Boot from drive A: (either a floppy disk or a CD-ROM built to boot as drive A:). This drive 
must contain the BootPrep utility (bootprep.exe), which is typically located in the 
C:\Program Files\Windows Embedded\Utilities directory. 

b. Issue the following command: 

bootprep /dDrive 

where: 

Parameter  Description  
/dDrive  Specifies the drive letter of the CompactFlash – capital letter 

with no colon.  

For example: 

bootprep /dE 

4. Copy the XPe Image to CompactFlash 

Boot to Windows on the development system, and either drag and drop the files and directories 
that comprise your XPe image to the CF or issue the following command: 

xcopy ImagePath Drive: /s /e /h /f 

where: 

Parameter  Description  
ImagePath  Specifies the location and name of the XP Embedded image.  
Drive:  Specifies the drive letter of the CompactFlash.  
/s  Copies subdirectories.  
/e  Copies subdirectories even if they are empty.  
/h  Copies files with hidden or system file attributes.  
/f  Displays source and destination filenames while copying.  

For example: 

xcopy c:\VL SBC XPe Image\EPIC2 e: /s /e /h /f 

5. Test and Correct as Necessary 
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a. In CMOS Setup, under Basic CMOS Configuration, make sure that the CF adapter is 
configured as a boot device. This involves the following (see the Reference Manual for 
details): 

 Declaring the CF adapter in the list of IDE drives. (Depending on which 
VersaLogic SBC you have, this list will appear under “ATA DRV ASSIGNMENT,” 
“IDE DRV GEOMETRY,” or “ATA DRIVE GEOMETRY.”) 

 Specifying the CF under DRIVE ASSIGNMENT ORDER. 
 Adding the CF drive to the BOOT ORDER list. 

 

b. If the system does not boot, or if the operating system does not perform as desired, 
troubleshoot and correct the problem. Then recopy the image. 

Related Articles: 

 VT1608 - Developing a Windows XP Embedded Image for a VersaLogic SBC 
 VT1607 - How to Load a Bootable Windows XP Embedded Image onto CompactFlash 

via USB  
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